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Report:
The induced changes in a sample when it is perturbed by an electric field are very small, in the order
of AI/I=O.l%. To decrease the measuring time, a broad-energy band pass0) for synchrotron radiation
was developed. With this method, only one single reflection can be studied at a time. To study multiple
reflections and diffuse scattering at the same time, a new method, based on a CCD camera, was tested.
The frequency of the applied electric field on a piezoelectric AgGaSz crystal is 33Hz. Due to this
frequency, it is still not possible to synchronize a ccd-camera with the used electric field frequency.
To solve this problem a chopper is used, in such a way that there will be X-rays on the sample, and
collecting data when the electric field is positive. Then the same experiment was performed with the
X-rays on the sample when the electric field was negative.
The set-up was fairly simple, starting with two pairs of slits, a home-build chopper, a fast X-ray shutter, a 4-circle diffractometer and finishing with an image intensifier and a Princeton CCD camera. So
the chalenging task was the synchronisation of the electric field with the chopper. The electric field
was applied to the crystal in a two step mode (+ and - field). The home-build chopper chopped the
incomming monochromatic X-ray beam and was at the same time the signal provider, by means of a
photo diode in transmission mode, for the electric field.
It was observed that the electric field was switched far more than the initial 33Hz. The cause of this
turned out to be noise on the signal cables going to the electric field switch box. The noise could be
pinpointed to the used photo diode, and its amplification electronics, and ‘pull-up/ pull-down’ of various converting NIM to TTL (and visa versa) electronics. Some grounding problems were also detected.
Furthermore, the home-build chopper was not in a ‘phase locked loop’ and therefore the electric field
was not exactly 33Hz due to jitter.

Data was collected for the AgGaSz crystal to test this method. For the data collection the following
issue’s were considered:
l

Scanning method

l

Total number of frames for + and - field

l

Exposure time

l

Correction for the beam decay during the experiment

An energy of 40 keV was used with AE/E=2x10d4. A step scan had to be used since, if the crystal
was turned continuosly, different parts of the Bragg peaks would be sampled for the + and - field.
After a range of steps the ccd camera was read-out. The exposure time per step was taken so that no
saturation of the ccd camera could take place. This resulted that for each step an exposure (of about
3 seconds) was performed. Correction for the beam decay was solved by taking frames in the order of
(+ - - +)n so, when averaging over al the frames the + and - field exposures should have the same I0
(assuming linear beam decay).
Note that for one + or - field read-out frame, several frames for each step of the crystal rotation was
accumulated to one single frame for the corresponding E-field state.
When the + and - field frames where accumulated for an E-field of 0 V/m the difference between the
+ and - field frames were not 0. This non-zero effect is probably caused by very small movements
of the beam, which can be observed in a step scan. Furthermore, the step scan method is very time
consuming and therefore an other sampling method has to be used or developed.
However when the electric field is non-zero, a small change in the integated intensity can be observed.
Figure 1 shows the difference between the + and - field accumulated frames for one observed reflection
of AgGaSz.

Figure 1: Difference plot of + and - field for a AgGaSz reflections with an E-field of 0.6x106V/m.
We gained a better insight in the problems and solutions to the synchronisation if ccd camera with an
electric field. We could use our newly gained knowledge to understand and perform better the recent
experiment done at ID9 (Study of Crystals in Electric Fields using Laue Diffraction).
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